
 

  

This week we are learning ….. 

English This week we are starting a new topic. We will be learning about stories with repeated refrains and phrases. We will be 

using “We’re going on a bear hunt” first. The children will act out scenes, learn the story off by heart, create puppets and 

decode words using their phonic knowledge.  

Maths We are still continuing to learn about addition and subtraction. This week we are going to be adding together, adding more 

and adding number bonds,  

Phonics This week we are practising reading, sounding out and writing CVCC words. We will be learning to read, write and spell the 

tricky words were, there, little and one.  The children will continue to practise phase 2 and phase 3 sounds and tricky 

words every day.  

Handwriting  We have now gone through all the sounds in both lowercase and uppercase. We will start back at the beginning with 

lowercase letters. If your child is still struggling to form the letters correctly please continue to practise at home as 

often as you can.  

Topic PSHE – this week we will begin weekly PSHE lessons. This week it is all about our world.  
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 Spellings 

Well done to everyone that practised their 

spellings. Your child’s spelling book should have 

made its way home on Friday, so you can check 

their score. Please ensure the spelling book is 

returned on Tuesday so we can quarantine them 

ready again for Friday.  

Google Classroom 

If you have not yet logged onto Google Classroom please do so. 

You will find all the home learning and weekly spellings here.    

Old Christmas cards 

If you have any Christmas cards (used or new) that you could donate we would happily 

take them off your hands. The children enjoy cutting the pictures up and creating 

Christmas pictures. 

We would also appreciate any wrapping paper, bags, bows ribbons anything the children 

can use to re-create Christmas festivities (AKA wrapping up anything in sight and 

writing endless amounts of Christmas cards). It really is there favourite thing to do 

throughout the Christmas period.  
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